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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following are false about service protection and
restoration on an ASON network?
A. Typically, services are protected using the pre-allocated
resources between NEs, These resources cannot be shared on the
entire network.
B. When the route of a service fails, the network automatically
seeks a substitute route, and the service restoration algorithm
is different from the route selection algorithm.
C. Generally, protection switching time is less than 50 ms.
During service rerouting, service routes need to be
re-calculated. Therefore, service restoration time is longer,
and a service can be restored in seconds.
D. Generally, services are restored using any resource between
NEs.
E. To enable the service restoration function on an ASON
network, you need to reserve some idle resources for service
rerouting. Services are restored in rerouting mode on an ASON

network.
Answer: A,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Mary is the project manager of the H1QZ Project. This project
is a subproject of the HQZ Project and the project schedule is
fixed and cannot vary. Stephen, a project team member, reports
that he's having trouble completing his project assignment and
will likely be at least two days late. Examine the figure given
below:
If Stephen's assignment is Activity B, what impact will his two
days of lateness have on the project end date?
Answer:
Explanation:
pending

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. ip.addr == &lt;addr&gt; or ip.host == &lt;host&gt;
B. [tcp|udp] ip.[src|dst] port &lt;port&gt;
C. ip.address == &lt;address&gt; or ip.network ==
&lt;network&gt;
D. ip.addr == &lt;addr&gt; or ip.name == &lt;name&gt;
Answer: A
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